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THE END

Leviathan
A SHORT STORY BYby Jim Thompson

THE END

:am. President Soraya Kawariki and her lover, and former 

stunt-double in 2040’s virtual-immersion thrillers, Charlize Rollande.

Alone-or-not.
“Stay.” Soraya smoothed Charlize’s silky platinum hair around her ear.  

“This is – not fair.” “On Garth? Charli – he doesn’t even “see” you. Call his secretary – 

Ask them both! At 1am! … Sorry.”Charlize smiled. “Garth is Garth. Toujours.”
“Passionate senator, intimidating leader of the opposition – 

I should know. Also a snake.”“I do not argue. One hour, Aya.”
:am. Alone-or-not. “Something’s – chewing! By the bookcase. 

Command-light-on.” Soraya stared, Vio-light bathed the bedroom.

“That’s a rat, Charli!”“Oh Mon Dieu! Je deteste – there is nothing I hate more –“

Soraya laughed. “You threw and arm-barred a 120-kilo drunk who 

grabbed me – made him scream! You’re afraid of rats?”

“Mais oui. The man: simple. Rats are – sly. The rat crawl into my 

sleeping bag when camping – eleven years old. I tear bag to pieces.” 

Charlize Rollande’s sinewy shoulders flexed.  “Perhaps nine mice in 

the rat suit? Merde – Dictionaire, hot water bottle to throw. Superbe. 

Tomorrow we assemble Uzis in bed to sleep!”  
Wham. Charlize heaved her hottie. Curious rodent alertly evaded, 

disappearing behind Brave New World. 
“Excellent. Throw duvets too – make sure it feels welcome,” 

laughed Soraya.
“Grumpy-girl. Still up? Le discours – speech on Friday?”

“Guess so. Ugh. We can call Stainton. Not sure how to hold the speech 

together. We’re the UN-model for medium-sized national-development. 

DNA-Repli-Creation developing treatment for all breast-cancer was a 

catalyst.” Soraya considered her mother’s portrait. “The 2033 Canterbury-

Project HIV/AIDS-vaccine; since, there’s incredible self-belief about NZ. 

I opened NanobotGenetiCell in Levin. Levin, Charli! The business case 

astonished me. Line-terra-quins, assembled, maintained by remote teams 

from Eketahuna! Imagine that before WWIII.” 
“Tomorrow I conceal combination flame thrower with sling shot under 

pillow,” Charli mused. “Are not the commodities, the shoes, furniture, 

still imported?”
“Useful SAS instrument, that! I know, but along with agricultural, raw 

goods economies, we now add-value so effectively. 14 of 100 top-NYSE-

listed companies are ours,” noted The President. “We lead in nano-tech 

governance and protection. Maui Catamaran-Shuttle in partnership 

with Space-India lands on Mars next year –  co-won 

Time’s Hillary-Award with Hubble-5.”“We Kiwis rock.” Charli launched missile 2. Wham. “Encore I miss fresh-

Hell-rodent with flaccid hottie-bottle. Incroyable! Depleted-uranium 

surikan on the nightstand, non? Sharp-zippered cushion?”

“Aren’t you a black-belt still, Charli?” smiled The President.

“Oui. Mais hip-throwing 5-kilogram rodents is beyond my expertise. If 

rat carries Luger, I disarm it before it shoots you,” Charlize replied. 

“Coolio. Useful in the Senate – plenty vermin there. It’s not Garth in a 

little brown suit?
Sorry. We were first to independence from nuclear- and diesel-generated 

power. Hydro, wind, sun, biofuel and hydrogen, not one reactor.”

“Apparement rats are smart, beautiful. I do not care if this one pouts like 

Suri Cruise and sing Yeats! Give me the lamp.”
“No way – state gift from Tuvalu. Remember? 9 atolls – submerged.”

“We get this wrong,” nodded Charlize. “I know. 1857, Glacier National Park in Montana – 150 glaciers. 2007, 

27. In 2050 – none. No Fox, Franz Joseph. Levels rose 400 feet since 

the Ice Age 20,000 years ago. We projected Greenland’s shelf-melting, 

but assumed the Antarctic was invincible. Warmer ocean creeping under 

the West-Antarctic ice-plain began the catastrophic melt that led to 14 

extra-feet in 30 years.

I miss The Mount, Golden Bay. Remember shops on Lambton Quay? 

23 million Bangladeshis relocated, Kiribati a new Atlantis, water pouring 

into Manhattan Subway. A planet on the edge.”

“Coal and oil – too long. Je crois – we don’t know everything. Ever,” 

commented Charlize.

“Dengue fever in Auckland. 197 New Zealand alpine plant species 

gone. Reduce ice, reduce phytoplankton, amphipods – one day goodbye 

bowhead whales. They live for 200 years. We annihilated them. 

And planning – who predicted NZ as second largest development-aid 

contributor to USA, and largest adopter of refugees after the 2042 

Trinity-Reactor Bombings? 27 US-reactors detonated simultaneously. 

Bedlam. 13 billion people watching, helpless. Agent Crane,” Soraya 

paged. “Stainton, chasing a – rat. Or small wildebeest. Could you – ”

“Soraya – MANA WHENUA! – Now!” shouted Crane through 

Intracomm. 

Soraya responded: “Command glass, command ARMED!” Sandstone-

wash walls, bookcase and collection from Aristotle to Zola became 

translucent, then transparent as spring water. Lit like Broadway neon, 

lightning threads coalesced, ignited, then incapacitated the startled 

rodent. Stainton Crane burst through the Kevlar door, glanced at The 

President and Charlize, and followed their stare to the motionless 

intruder. 

“Old school.” Crane muttered. “RAT – Reconaissance-Activated 

Terrabot. Not Al Quaeda. State-of-the-art is dustmites, rain, shadows.”

“Assassination attempt?” queried Soraya, repositioning a sable braid that 

had fallen across her gaze.  

“No,” reassured Crane. “63% organic, rest circuitry, autonomous-

replicating nano-cells. Buggers breed.”

“Where are cameras? Eyes?” asked Charlize. 

“Omni-directional, N-crypt. And they pass microphones,” smiled Crane. 

“Droppings contain audio-transmitters.”

“Scatological spycraft. Thanks Crane,” said Soraya. Crane nodded, 

extracting his hulking frame from the bedroom. “Back with shovel, 

ma’am.” The President considered his scarred neck – arsenal of white-

supremacist tattoos painfully removed.

“I should mention Crane,” she observed quietly. “Envirogenetic-

restructuring. Former neo-Nazi gangster who’d throw himself on a 

landmine to protect a Maori premier – uses Te Reo for passwords! – 

technology perfected in Queenstown.”

“Stainton is wonderful,” agreed Charlize.

 “Crane keeps it simple. He asked if I love you” sighed Soraya.

“What did you say?” Charli stared.

“I said ‘Desperately’. More than you can imagine. 

Who else listens to my stupid speech notes?” smiled Soraya.

“Je – t’adore. Completement. I ‘find’ myself with you.” said Charlize 

gently. “And I love your speeches, cherie. Garth does not – speak with me.

Please mention yourself, Aya: Mother at 17, Oscar at 23 – avec moi 

to do these fight scenes, mais quand-meme! President Soraya Kawariki 

of Republic of Aotearoa New Zealand. At 29! I think this Leviathan, 

this “beast of change” needs you to tame it. To save it. The legend, it is 

Kawariki and Tutira, the woman who rescues the sharkman?”

“It is. Love you, babe,” whispered Soraya, shivering. “Brrrrrr.  S
hould I ask 

robo-rat-bot to throw the hotties back? Can you – stay?”

“I stay. We call dead rat ‘Garth’ after all,” Charlize glared defiantly. 

:am. Alone. Soraya turned. “Command-Scene-17.” Surrounds 

became translucent, morphing into wave-carved atolls, tradewind-palms, 

replenishing sunlight. “Isle of Pines, 

New Caledonia, 1984,” smiled Soraya. Carpet stirred, the look-and-feel 

of coral sand. RAT’s pupil dilated, smoothing the image of The President 

and her adoring lover into focus for transmission to Guantanomo.
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IN 1987 NEW ZEALAND POST BECAME A STATE-
OWNED ENTERPRISE. And while our history actually 
spans over 160 years it is the past 20 years – a period of  

and shapes our future.

in hundreds of  communities, employing thousands of  
New Zealanders.

We are ambitious for New Zealand and ourselves. 
We are thinking about how we can continue to meet the 
needs of  our customers and continue to offer real value. 
We believe we will do this by not only looking at what we 
can do today or tomorrow, but what we will do years 
from now, and by thinking about how we will get there.

Our 20th anniversary is about celebrating who we were, 
who we are, and who we will become. The New Zealand 
Post Group is proud of  our heritage and eager to be an 
integral part of  our country’s future.

In 20 years – or even by 2050 – what will New Zealand 
look like? How will we have changed? While 2050 may 
seem a long way off, the decisions we make and the paths 

We asked some prominent artists to share with us their vision 
of  New Zealand in 2050. They have produced beautiful and 
thought-provoking works. I hope you enjoy them.

JOHN ALLEN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE,
NEW ZEALAND POST GROUP

WELCOME TO YOUR FUTURE... maybe.
It’s instructive asking imaginative writers and visual artists 
to play with the idea of  the New Zealand condition in 
2050. You get back a quite different kind of  future-
gazing than that of  journalists, scientists, market-analysts 
and politicians.

the New Zealand family; visual artists John Pule, the 

We asked poet James Brown to think about money: comic 
book artist Dylan Horrocks, the great Kiwi OE.

One of  the most enhancing aspects of  their 

way their themes and ‘back-stories’ chime with each other, 
though none of  the four discussed their respective projects 
during their creation. and though the works are fully 
cognisant – as all imaginative work must be – of  the hard 
facts of  our current human condition (global warming, 
peak oil, consumerism, war, human suffering) this ‘data’ is 

subsumed in a bigger story: the strange and enduring logic 
of  the human heart.

So, while the future may hold loss and separation, chilly 
transactions with dehumanised institutions, only traceries 
of  great civilisations, displacement on a grand scale, so 
too – these works say emphatically – will endure those 

romantic love, the desire to make family and shelter, the 
need to explore and invent and create, the drive to 
connect with other human beings, to understand 
difference, to celebrate...

There will be light and dark in our future, these works 

control and longer life... there may be new languages, new 
lands... and always, always, there will be individuals signalling 
in a thousand small ways to each other, communicating, 
constantly remaking the connective tissue that is society...

KATE DE GOLDI, PROJECT EDITOR

WITH SINCERE THANKS TO SARAH MAXEY of  Nice Work who designed the presentation of  the following works.



AUTHOR: Emily Perkins

SUBJECT: Family





HE ‘PETREL’ has been becalmed for two days and 
Nonna has barely left the handrail of  the deck, 
not wanting to miss a second of  coming home. 

Slowly, as the hours have ticked past, her excitement has 
curdled into dread. After this long, long journey she has 
been expecting a bump of  recognition like the nudge of  
the boat’s protective bolsters against the wharf. But now 
there it is, see-sawing into view, the home she has not set 
foot in since 2025, half  her life ago, and the truth is she 
barely knows the place. Not that it has changed so very 
remarkably – although she must remember not to call 
it Auckland any more. Perhaps it is greener, perhaps a 
greater density of  trees crowds the shoreline where she 
remembers buildings. Or has the shoreline moved? Not 
trees, she must remember, bush. Not population control 
but family planning. Not isolationism: protection of  
heritage. She mustn’t be too hard on the place. People like 
Louis are doing their best. She had better bloody love it, 
she is back for good.

Suddenly Nonna catches a glimpse of  the former 

blocks. The grey pillars, once so grand, are now dwarfed 
by the glass and steel around them – but oh! she is a child 
again, running up the stone stairs, in through the heavy 
revolving doors, people everywhere… she slips off  her 
shoes and enters the cool hush of  the meeting house, steps 
slowly forward beneath its ribs, gazing at the faces, world 
within a world… now she is in a different room, the glass 

fuzzed with her breath as she falls out of  time, looking at 
the artefacts from other countries, other lives…

Wind scuffs the turquoise water. They may yet 
reach the harbour today. Without knowing how it has 
happened Nonna is gripped with her former excitement, 
all of  the traveller’s joy at sighting home. And more than 
that – the deep, charged thrill of  the explorer entering a 
new land.

THE baby is very delicately placed in Gigi’s 

swaddled form, propping it up by collective will. This 
ridiculous, beautiful new hedgehog has made her a great-
great-grandmother, a creature who surely oughtn’t be 
alive. How absurd of  Helen to have had a baby! She is a 
child herself!

‘I’m twenty-one, Gigi.’ The new mother’s 

great-grandmother’s ear and Gigi, for so she has 
been renamed by the family, it is easier that way, 
realises she must have spoken her thoughts out loud. This 
lot love their renaming. Stupid habit. How is anyone to 
know who the hell they are? ‘Too many last names now 
to call ourselves the Anythings.’ A joke of  some kind, 
she doesn’t understand it. Never to be permitted the 
warm isolation bath of  deafness, her hearing so cleverly 
attended to it is better now than it was in her sixties, but 
her brain puddly enough that she can speak what’s on her 
mind, in her frog-like voice, and be entirely unaware of  it 
happening. ‘She’s lovely.’

‘Oh Lord, every morning!’ says a woman – Becky? 
‘Will she never remember?’

‘He’s called Pippin,’ someone else says slow and loud.

Pippin! What a funny old-fashioned name! The 
baby opens his sweeping eyes and looks indiscriminately 
above him with irises the colour of  wet stones. A Chinese 
boy leans in and takes him gently from her. This must be 
Helen’s Chinese boyfriend.

‘Yes, Gigi,’ he said. ‘I’m Michael.’
He’s Chinese! He speaks very good English!
Somewhere in the room someone giggles. 

‘I’m going out,’ says John.
‘Nonna’s coming, you can’t go out.’

The baby swings up and away in his father’s arms. 
There he goes, there he goes, little life… onto Helen’s 
shoulder, his moon face peering over, surely consciously, 
at her, and Gigi follows those shining river-bottom eyes 
with her own, which are weakly watering. Sometimes, 
lately, she cries without knowing it.

CHRIS

for the weekend brunch that is an Anything tradition. It 
is a week since they have properly talked, each of  them 
avoiding the other. But this day has been so long looked 

morning had whispered Nonna, Nonna. Their dreadful 
decision – Becky’ decision, not Chris’s – the announcement 
of  it – would have to wait. A reprieve, and yet it dragged 
out the pain.

‘You all right?’ Chris asks Becky now.
‘I suppose,’ she says. ‘You?’

‘No.’

T
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She looks at the ground between them. ‘Do you 
think we’re making a terrible mistake?’

The droops and thickened skin of  her lovely face still 
surprise him, given her girlishness, or at least his sense of  

ponytail, the high register of  her laugh. From the sleep-
out a blast of  the latest music – crashing surf, pounding 
hooves – signals the waking of  their grandson John. ‘You 
can’t ask me that,’ he says in a low voice that carries under 
the sound. ‘It’s up to you.’

She turns quickly and shoves her hand into some 
straw to extract a precious egg. A shuddery inbreath and 
her shoulders begin to shake. He steps closer and speaks 
into her ear. ‘We won’t say anything until after tonight.’ He 
would like to wrap his arms around her waist and say that 
everything is going to be all right, but he would also like to 
put his hands around her throat and kill her.

NONE of  the Anythings can agree how they will get to the 
harbour to meet Nonna. She has been gone for so long 
nobody knows any more who is the closest to her and 
who should make the plans. Ella is her sister, yes, but in 
a steppish, in-lawish kind of  way. Louis, her stepbrother, 
loves Nonna but has not been able to muster the stamina 
for long-distance correspondence. There was an old play 
they studied at school and a man in it said, I didn’t go 
to the moon, I went much further – because time is the 
longest distance between two places. Nonna has never met 
the twins. (Bang, their child quota gone all in one hit!) For 
Louis and Ella, thinking back to before the twins were born 
is like trying to peer into their own prenatal, precognisant 
lives. The twins began the world and they will carry it on 
long after their parents are gone. Look at Helen and all 
of  her friends, having babies young. They don’t want to 
take chances. And thank god, too – for a long time it just 
seemed as though everyone was only getting older.

SO much to do, as Louis keeps saying, walking up and down 
the stairs, forgetting what he has gone up or downstairs 
for, gaze darting to the low-lying corners of  the room as if  
there could be clues in their shadows. A party on this scale 
and Nonna arriving the very day… how is it that he is the 
idiot on whom this is all landed? Easily, he tells the tomato 

He is the idiot who never has been away. He could have 

year of  their love affair he stalled, caught in the tension 

between wanting to rove the world and wanting to glue 
himself  to her bed. Ella was in the republican movement 
and would not, could not leave. Her passport had been 
revoked.

Nonna, Nonna… the fat tomatoes smell like 
chalk. He picks the ripest ones and puts them in the bowl 
tucked under his arm. Nonna had bewildered him even at 

lonely Louis’s bedroom and Louis, uncomplaining, shoved 
over. He had watched, thumb in mouth, as Chris, their 
Dad – his Dad now too – banged the bunk beds into place 

on little eyelashy wings. He caught it and blinked slowly in 
acknowledgement.

‘I want top,’ said Ollie.
‘Fine,’ said Nonna. ‘I’m going to make a den on 

the bottom.’
‘Not fair. I want the bottom.’

‘Fine,’ said Nonna. ‘I’m going to make a sailing ship on 
the top. The whole room is under water.’

Ollie went puce. Chris laughed. ‘Brothers and sisters.’ 
Another wink landed on Louis’s dimpled chin. 

‘Now you know all about it.’

Poor Ollie, so aware of  his status as the 
family… what was it the twins said? ‘Uncle O is 
such a burr.’ He’d tried using the word herself  a 
few times but they always shook their heads. ‘Dad 

what it means. Oliver thinks they’re all hopeless, he’s 
made that much clear – that they’ve lost touch with 
their values somehow. He behaves as though values 
only belong to the sorts of  people who talk about 
them all the time. He hardly ever leaves the Mainland 
and none of  them miss him. Is he even part of  
their family? Louis growls, something he does when 
he is alone.

They never heard from Oliver once, all of  that 
cold, long decade, the 30s, when they hadn’t known if  
Nonna would make it back. Europe was dark. News 
intermittent. Troubling. Electrical storms rolled and rolled 
over the Southern skies. By the time the war was over, 
the newly formed Republic had shut its borders and even 
travel from the Mainland was tightly controlled. Nonna, 
with her northern hemisphere shipboard life, was still part 
of  the family, if  only electronically. As the government’s 
STAY PUT promotions said, you can’t hug a hologram. 
But they were so grateful for that weekly apparition, 
shimmering there in the living room while the family 
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gathered to talk. And now Nonna has won the expat re-
entry lottery. Louis had privately believed she’d never even 
entered it. There is such pleasure, he thinks as he chucks 
a snail over the hedge into the neighbour’s garden, in 
being surprised.

JOHN

sloshing over him from his new ceiling speakers. He says, 

on a tin roof, and it might be the roof  of  the sleep-out, 
he might be the roof  the rain is drumming down on, he is 
the roof  spread over the walls of  the sleep-out, an awning 
extending out to the house, covering the house with his 
banged-together tinniness. The rolling R of  his raindrops 

Helen, his twin, lies on her side on the second 
sleep-out bed, listening to a lecture on her headphones 
and breast-feeding the baby. Her eyes drift shut. John 

On the shelf  that runs right around his room sit 
all the things Aunty Nonna has sent him over the years. 
A jade Buddha from China, coiled, candy-bright red and 
yellow Mexican beads, the Saami hat, the illegal shark 
tooth… these talismans have helped him believe in the 
rest of  the world, in a place beyond home.

LOUIS runs up and down the stairs on high speed. Becky 
cries in the bathroom. Gigi snores. Michael rocks the baby. 
Ella shouts at Louis. Don’t shout at me. Chris takes off  in 
the Lectra. Helen listens to another lecture. Around the 

knees and shadows. Now his long legs stick out from under 
the house. Weatherboards and feet, as though the house 
is resting on his body. His heels push into the ground, 
sending him further into that woody, secret space below 
the deck. And then he wriggles out, holding one palm to 
his chest in a funny way, the small cornered outline of  a 
rectangle visible beneath his T-shirt.

THE Lectra pulls up outside the house. Nonna gets 
out, disoriented. The streets seem to have moved; their 
neighbourhood now lies between a development called 
Little England and New Kiribati. The trees have changed 
and the buildings and cafes and old people everywhere, but 
here, home, is the same wooden state house she left thirty 
years ago, a very old house now with bits added – a new top 
storey, an attic extension above that, a garage conversion, 
a wheelchair ramp – lord is that Grandma wheeling out

towards her, beneath that giant purple sun-visor? Nonna 
is only just getting over the shock of  her father’s mottled, 
wrinkled face and now this geriatric vision? Holograms 
have not prepared her for the aged reality. The front path 
is crowded suddenly with family – it’s too much, there’s 
Ella, and she’s weeping, and Nonna’s cheeks are all wet too 
and things blur – these faces coming at her – Louis, darling 
brother Louis, and Becky (Mum – whatever she would call 
her now, so long since her own mother died, she looks 
ancient, the grey hair, so much of  it) – ‘Becky!’ she says 
aloud, then feels guilty for not being warmer, and hugs her 
stepmother extra tight, whereupon Becky bursts into loud, 
noisy tears. Well, Nonna knows what all that is about. Chris 
said it in the car, looking away from her at an intersection. 
She had put her hand on his shoulder – ‘Oh, Dad’ – but he 
didn’t move his head until the car behind them honked its 
horn. She is under instructions to say nothing. Louis and 

from her suitcase, another steers her towards the front 
door, into the house. Surely she, Nonna, does not look as 
middle-aged as these two? Who are these people? Without 
knowing what she is doing she stops her feet right where 
they are on the path, experiences a little jostle, a shove in 
the small of  her back from Ella, but no. The door is just 
there. The same door, the same grey paint. She can’t go in. 

sister, a granddaughter, a great-aunt. All of  these mantles 
will be strung around her neck like leis if  she crosses that 
threshold. The perfumed, seductive, veiling leis…

‘Nonna look at your face! Are you all right?’
She shrugs, smiles. ‘What can I say. 

You all look so old.’
They all erupt with laughter. ‘So do you!’

Oh god, this friendly, teasing hatred, this we-
know-you, we-own-you-ness she has climbed right 
back into. Nonna laughs helplessly and steps forward, 
across the threshold. ‘Where’s the baby? Let me see this 
beautiful baby!’

WAITANGI DAY is the one date in the year when lottery 
winners are allowed ashore and the only time private 

impression to our new citizens that we are an exuberant 
bunch,’ as Ella remarks. Still, the Anythings make it an 
annual celebration. The evening is windless, soft. The 
family and their friends and neighbours are gathered 
beneath the spreading plum tree, glasses in hands, toddlers 
and babies on the rugs beneath their feet. John’s put the 
sound of  a yacht under sail on the stereo and the slosh 
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of  water and creak of  ropes make Nonna feel confused, 
disoriented, half  here with her blood family and half  back 
on the water with her crew, the family she had chosen.

Louis has saved his gas-dollars especially for 
tonight and is set up by the henhouse, turning sausages 
over a grill. The charcoaly, meaty smell brings Nonna back 

‘Best little country in the world,’ a man with a handlebar 
moustache announces. A couple of  very doddery people 
say, ‘Hear, hear.’ An hysterical bubble rises in Nonna’s 
throat – she starts to laugh – now the sound is coming 
from her nose, high-pitched, weak – people are staring at 
her, she doubles over, Pippin in his swaddling at the edge 
of  the rug telescoping in and out of  scale as she snorts 

their heads and Nonna is forgotten.

IT’S
dropping to her knees, too fast, then a slow lurch forward 
to hip and elbow, inelegant, but Chris is kind enough 

arranging herself  next to him. This is their street, their 
neighbourhood, these, she supposes, their people, in all 
their silliness. Her marriage. And she has it in her hand, 
extracted from her heart, held at arm’s length – she is on 
the verge of  throwing it away! Glittering bombs bloom 
and wilt in the dusky sky, silver and gold against grey 
clouds. She is a late developer, yes, having a mid-life crisis 
at eighty, but perhaps it’s not so ridiculous… there is Gigi, 
a giant pile of  blankets sitting in a wheelchair, Colin on his 
shooting stick beside her, both beaming at the exploding 
colours above the trees... there could be another thirty 
years of  life to go and oh, god, must she spend it with 

already! Does becoming old mean the only mystery that 
survives is death? The widening shadow of  that door as 
it opens slowly before her? This is her failure – a failure 
of  imagination – the living world is full of  twilight still, 

them while attached to this man, this same prosaic man 
for whom it all is surface…

They survived the rents worn in their fabric by 
affairs. Decided that this constantly renewed decision – 
to live together – made them stronger. Threw giant, pre-
emptive celebrations for their ruby anniversary, delighting 
in the self-congratulatory sense of  achievement, so many 
of  their friends on second, third marriages, so many of  
them alone. Longevity became the measure of  success. 

And now she would rather not be married. Not at all. 
Solitude is no longer something to fear. It’s the only way to 
keep faith with herself. Perhaps she should just go away… 
She loved him so much a long, long time ago, when the 
children were small, and later when the Depression hit 
they could not have survived without each other. Now she 
wonders whether they are just staying together for the sake 
of  their parents. When Gigi is gone… The future swarms 
at her, unclear and bright. A responding adrenalin spritzes 
in her chest. What will happen then?

Michael’s grandmother crouches down beside 
them, offering a plate of  summer rolls and dipping sauce. 
‘Such a handsome couple,’ she says. Becky looks around 
for Michael and Helen. And where on earth is John?

IN the garden under the trees Nonna and Ella and 
Louis lie with their heads together on a blanket, 

When Nonna speaks her voice is unstable, still 
at sea. ‘Your children are so lovely. I can’t believe 
you’re grandparents.’

‘Neither can we,’ says Ella.

tears that are sliding into her hair.
‘We’re family. That never changes.’

Secrets, secrets. It’s easy not to tell them what she 
knows about their parents, the ridiculous old age separation 
they’re all going to have to bear. But the conversation she 
had with John – his questions about the Petrel, travelling, 
how long it had taken her to get used to it – they were 
leading somewhere. This feels like something she should 
share with her brother and sister-in-law, only she doesn’t 
know how. A burning itch crawls up Nonna’s bare legs. 
She slaps at her ankles. ‘Jesus! Is anyone else being 
eaten alive?’

Over by the tomato plants three children are 
squealing, waving sparklers that trail electric silver 
loops and curves in the darkness, writing their names in 
the air.

THESE young people don’t know how to throw 
a party.

‘Oh, Gigi, it was a good night.’
‘Did I say that out loud?’

‘Never mind.’
I’ve been alive too long.
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He lets that one go. Helps her swing her 
legs up and into the adjustable bed that cost a year’s 
worth of  health-dollars. Tucks the foil over her dreadful 
feet. He’ll be a wreck when she goes, and it won’t be 
long now.

Colin.
‘Yes?’

I’ve been alive too long.
He clutches her hand, strokes the swollen wrist. ‘No.’

We promised each other.
‘You’re tired. That’s all.’

faint smell of  gunpowder still in the air. Colin leans out the 
window and reaches down to the gardenia bush below. He 
should use scissors, the woody stem splits and frays and he 

At last something gives way and he draws it back inside, 
the white gardenia, petals yellowing around the edges and 

What is that?

He holds it beside Gigi’s dark slack lips. Her eyes 

out which. Tiny raindrops squeeze from the corners of  
her closed lids. Soon she will be shrinking, shrinking, skin 
collapsing over bone so that in the end she will look more 
like a starved horse than the woman she had once been. 
He will not let that happen.

Beautiful, she thinks, the honeyed perfume 
wrapping around her, swallowing her in memory 
so that her collapsing body is lost, and she thinks 
how much she loves that word, so serviceable, so perfect-

Helen wanders the house trying to walk Pippin 
to sleep, listening to a book. John took his passport, his 
holo-band and the bright droplets of  Mexican beads. He’s 
taken the colour from the room. They had already lost 
their ability to know each others’ thoughts without holos, 
long before she had Pippin. It isn’t her fault for choosing 
a partner, a baby, over him. It can’t be. She doesn’t want 
to be the one left, the one who has to tell the rest of  the 
family. He has always been there.

Gently she lifts the baby from Helen’s arms and strokes 
his velvety head. His little cat mews subside.

‘What am I going to do?’ Helen asks her, and 
bursts into tears.

What can Nonna tell her? She only knows 
what it is to be the one who has left. Helen will 
live her own life, she and Michael will make the 
sleep-out their home, and have their allotted second 
child, and even at some point maybe rebel, leave the 
family home and strike out in a caravan up North, 
or to the Mainland, stay with Oliver… Or they will not 
move, they will carve out their own space here, and then 
they will know what she doesn’t know, which is what it 
is to let intimacy, shared experience, build year upon year 
upon year, the layers making walls, a roof.

When Michael appears in the doorway both 
women are asleep. Pippin lies across his great-aunt’s 

the window. Out there in the dark, the wind shakes 
the trees.

HE had thought he’d be able to hide until they were 
in international waters but the Petrel is smaller than 
he’d expected, and they’d only just set sail when 
someone on deck tripped over him. The crew 
member took him to the captain, who wasn’t angry 
but pleased to have another hand, and bewildered: 
‘There’s thousands trying to get into this country,’ 
he said, ‘and you want to leave it? You all right in 
the head?’

‘I think so,’ said John.
‘What’s your name again?’

Now is his chance to make something up, to reinvent 
himself  for good. But he says, 

‘John Anything.’
‘You’ll have to work hard.’

Above him the wind slaps and shakes the sails. 
Real music. John breathes in the salt air, the sharp musty 
Kevlar smell, and is stirred with a deep, powerful feeling 
of  being alive. Tomorrow, the next day, in the weeks to 
come he will see new skies, new colours in the sea, he 
will be free in the world. The islands, the tropics, the 
equator… Eventually even the stars will be different and 
only the moon will stay the same. Now he looks back at 
the city shrinking into the distance, spotlights waving from 

over the houses, over the hills. Above it all, hanging fat and 
yellow as the street lanterns in Koreatown, the moon drifts 
upwards towards the very top of  the blue-green, cloud-
streaked sky.    
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